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ABSTRACT
Staging the Ocean: The Emergence of the Aquarium in Victorian England
by
Alaina Claire Feldman

Advisor: Dr. Cindi Katz

This thesis is a cultural history and analysis of the constructions and representations of
nature through the apparatus of the saltwater aquarium, which I argue is historically embedded in
forms of biocapitalist control that produce knowledge, difference and enclosure, and mediates a
form of pedagogy used to extend empire into the ocean. I look to the origins of hobby and public
aquariums in Victorian England to comprehend how imperial management of pristine
environments gave rise to the aquariums that we know today. The marine aquarium examined here
is a Western entity that reduces the world to dichotomies and oversimplifies vast non-human
ecologies. This project draws attention not to renderings of unspoiled territories, but to the
extractive practices of the tank and asks what kinds of connections to nature it has built, both by
and for whom. The aquarium thus becomes a vehicle for examining strands of critical inquiry
concerned with undoing or redoing divisions between nature and culture, humans and non-humans,
and the real and its representation. This thesis attempts to understand the aquarium through a
number of disciplines including geography, anthropology, philosophy, post-colonial studies, gender
studies, animal studies, visual studies and more that have contributed to certain perceptions of the
world, its complex and fluid environments, and our shared relations. To add to the growing
literature in the field of “blue humanities” as well as to address urgent ethical and environmental
concerns, unpacking the aquarium is a truly transdisciplinary task.
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PREFACE
Ours is a world of transparent barriers. When the Covid virus began to spread, a seemingly
universal response was the immediate appearance of transparent scaffolding as a barrier to separate
the individual from potential risk. What was physically inaccessible, the touching-smelling-coming
together of bodies, was traded for visual access combined with a sense of security. The aerosol
spreading of the virus had demanded temporary mediation from one another and the acrylic
barriers promised to keep us safe while helping to maintain familiar social and consumer habits
such as paying a cashier, entering a museum, or serving food. Instead of thinking more structurally
about the circulation of a virus, public health, and the labor taking place on the other side of the
glass, these borders performed quick fixes to a far more complex set of relations among humans,
viruses and animals.
This kind of glass restrains us from the potential threats of so-called “nature” and produces
difference on both sides of the barrier. It both mitigates risk and amplifies difference while alluding
to a sense of commensurability. The aquarium has, for centuries, brought humans face to face with
a part of the world that would otherwise hardly ever be accessible, deemed “risky” and unfamiliar.
This oceanic world—wet, dark, salty and impossible for humans to physically inhabit—has
inspired countless stories both imaginary and real. For centuries humans have dwelled in the ocean
metaphorically but never physically without some form of mediation. Even with advanced
technology, there is always a barrier between humans and non-humans in this specific geographical
space; for instance, the diving bell, a submarine, a mask, a model.
Humans pass through the aquarium without really being underwater, safe and in front of
glass through an architecture of transparency. We can come face-to-face with something
unfamiliar, but such an encounter has its limitations. To an extent, the aquarium is where humans
see another life with whom they can compare themselves, and it was humans who constructed and
1

designed the entire operation that made such an encounter possible in the first place. A human/nonhuman divide is thus enforced through the physical apparatus of the tank, and yet, the glass and
water allow us to imagine ourselves immersed in an endless environment alongside the non-human
in the ocean. We see animals swim by, care for one another, fight with one another, look back at
us. This is the paradox of the aquarium. It is constantly undoing and then rebuilding divisions
between humans and non-humans.
The aquarium is both about the representation and production of an extracted ecology. In
both domestic and public aquariums, the environment being exhibited is one that has been carefully
constructed by people and the life inside has been removed from its origin, bred for pedigree, and
passed through a global network of animal trade where survival is precarious. 1 How do we begin to
understand the effects of the encounter taking place in such a mediated institution? And what
happens with attempts to dissolve such barriers through promises of transparency? Are the barriers
engendering enclosure and producing difference ethical? In the face of drastic climatic and
environmental shifts produced by social and economic systems, it is not realistic to expect nonhumans to comprehend such complexity or fix these issues. Humans can imagine new possibilities
for the world where the whale and jellyfish seemingly cannot.
If communicated well, to a certain degree, human and non-human encounters could balance
human exceptionalism while arguing that non-human actors have agency in the world and that this
is worth paying attention to, learning about, and creating empathy for. An octopus glides by and
stretches out its long tentacles in order to quickly snatch an unsuspecting prey nearby. This highly
intelligent creature is living in a world that it perceives and understands differently than humans

1 Colette Wabnitz, et al., From Ocean to Aquarium: The Global Trade in Marine Ornamental Species. (UNEP-WCMC
Biodiversity Series 17, 2003).

2

could. According to Hegel, humans are actors not objects; we make our own history and this is
precisely why we are human and differentiated from animals.2 Does the octopus make its own
history? How would we know? If every organism is making history then who is accountable, to
whom? The ethical objective would be to respond to our non-human companions, as Donna
Haraway has suggested, and instead of abandoning them or feeling guilty, stay with our
responsibility for their circumstances while acknowledging an entangled mess of configurations of
places and meanings, including the definition of “nature.” Part of that responsibility includes an
acknowledgement of the historic role humans have played in staging grand, universalizing and
essentializing narratives of the oceanic world.

Figure 1. American Museum of Natural History’s Akeley Hall repurposed as a COVID-19
vaccination site. Photograph by the author, 2021.

2

Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel. Phenomenology of Spirit, translated by A. V. Miller, edited by J. N. Findlay. (1807:
repr., Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1977).
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INTRODUCTION

Figure 2. An exhibit of sea-shells, The Crystal Palace, London. Stereoscope, 1851/1862.
Courtesy Wellcome Collection.
This thesis is a cultural history and analysis that interrogates constructions and representations of
nature through the apparatus of the saltwater aquarium, which I argue is historically embedded in
forms of biocapitalist control that produce knowledge, difference and enclosure, and mediates a
form of pedagogy used to extend empire into the ocean. I look to the origins of hobby and public
aquariums in Victorian England to comprehend how imperial management of pristine
environments gave rise to the aquariums that we know today. The marine aquarium examined here
is a Western entity that reduces the world to dichotomies and oversimplifies vast non-human
ecologies. This project draws attention not to renderings of unspoiled territories, but to the
extractive practices of the tank and asks what kinds of connections to nature it has built, both by
and for whom. The aquarium thus becomes a vehicle for examining strands of critical inquiry
concerned with undoing or redoing divisions between nature and culture, humans and non-humans,
and the real and its representation.
The thesis analyzes early aquarists’ writings, aquarium manuals and designs, and the
archives of the Zoological Society of London, where the Fish House, the first public aquarium, was
4

initiated by Phillip Henry Gosse in 1853. Through this material, I trace the aquarium’s transition
from a domestic to a public apparatus in Victorian England at the height of new visual and
industrial technologies. In such materials, the language and positionality of the tank presents
oceanic environments and lives as entertainment and fantasy for the burgeoning bourgeois class to
cast themselves as world-makers. I argue this was an extension of British imperialism that relied
more on producing difference and used such difference for domination and control rather than for
understanding the oceans as a commons and valuing the complexities of non-human inhabitants
beyond anthropocentric phenomenology.
Looking is operative to the aquarium because sight supersedes all other forms of perception
in such an institution. Therefore, I situate the history of the first public aquarium within an
approximately 20-year period during which a number of British institutions produced new visual
culture within the Victorian era, including London’s Pentonville Prison known for its perfection of
the panopticon (1842), the Crystal Palace and the Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All
Nations (1851), and the popularization and accessibility of photography and the first museum
photography exhibition (1858). Because of the central role of visuality in the production of the
aquarium, I have organized my thesis in terms of forms of visual mediation. I consider the lives and
materials that mediate the experience of the aquarium including the architecture, glass, water,
animals, and the language and discourse around the institution itself to understand what it means to
look at animals through the tank, as well as what it means to have a gaze returned.
I begin with the history of domestication of the ocean in the bourgeois home, where parlor
aquariums situated ocean life as something between wild, uncanny, and “natural”. Then, Phillip
Henry Gosse, an evangelical naturalist who coined the term “aquarium,” refused the Darwinian
theory of evolution, and instigated the first public aquarium at the London Zoo, is discussed in
detail in Chapter 2 for his problematic religious and imperialist ideals around the aquarium.
5

Chapter 3 dives into the establishment of aquariums as public institutions, while Chapter 4
describes a number contemporaneous public projects that foregrounded new visual disciplinary
technologies, considering the aquarium alongside what Tony Bennett calls the “exhibitionary
complex.” Finally, Chapter 5 focuses on the physical materials of the aquarium to consider how
feelings of immersion attempt to reconstruct the real. I ask in what ways it is ethical to look at
animals in the tank and what happens when the animal looks back. While aquariums appear to
bring us closer to animal life and educate us, they rarely radically change our understandings of
such animals or our relationships to them and their oceanic environments. Instead, they continue to
operate in order to reinforce power relationships between people, place, animals, and ecologies.
This thesis asks how the aquarium plays a part in determining what “uses” non-human lives
are for “us,” and precisely, who is this “us”? It considers human exceptionalism and historical
attempts to dominate a world formerly known as “natural.” The aquarium’s history is rooted in a
framework that continues to prescribe encounters of otherness perpetuating dualistic ontological
claims regarding how non-human environments should be perceived. By situating the origins of the
first public aquarium within other visual and imperial cultures of the time, we begin to understand
the past in order to imagine what alternatives to the aquarium can exist in the future.
The writing of Walter Benjamin—whose incomplete notes encompassing his Arcades
Project attempts to define the relationships between display, desire, modernity and capitalism in
Europe during the nineteenth century—appears throughout this paper and within each chapter.
Benjamin’s writing describes how in the nineteenth century, new applications of materials like
glass, water and light fostered new optical relations. The conservative and religious aquarium
writing at the time, as quoted in this thesis, rarely explored larger social and economic
ramifications such materiality. Thus, Benjamin’s work uniquely acts as a critical reflection on the
dialectics of seeing during this period.
6

While there has been a significant amount of scholarship on the history of natural history,
natural history museums, and zoos, there is notably little contemporary criticism of the institution
of the aquarium and its extractivist roots. This thesis attempts to understand historical threads of
critical inquiry from a number of disciplines including geography, anthropology, philosophy,
gender studies, animal studies, critical visual studies and more that have contributed to certain
perceptions of the world and its complex and fluid environments. To add to the growing literature
in the field of “blue humanities” as well as to address the urgent ethical and environmental
concerns about human and non-human relations in the face of climate change, unpacking the
aquarium is a truly transdisciplinary task.

CHAPTER 1: DOMESTICATING THE OCEAN
Sophisticated forms of ancient pisciculture, the farming of marine animals, can be identified as far
back as 473 BC in the first known monograph on the subject, Fan Li’s “Treatise on Fish Culture.”
In addition to China, hieroglyphic images of sequestered fish farming can be seen in ancient
Egyptian friezes,3 and a number of Roman fishponds are documented both literarily and
architecturally as having been elaborately situated on the coastline, built into rocks or within
lagoons in order to safekeep the aquatic life while also providing a place for water to circulate.4
Understanding how to extract and sustain such an ecosystem required technological and scientific
expertise by those paying close attention to ocean environments. Different than pisciculture was the
ornamental domestication of aquatic life, which was made possible through the “balanced”
aquarium, which could systematically sustain these ecosystems for human pleasure. Unlike its

Albert G.J. Tacon, “Fish Farming.” Encyclopedia of Food Sciences and Nutrition. (Academic Press, second edition,
2003): 2479. Accessed December 27, 2021. https://doi.org/10.1016/B0-12-227055-X/00478-8.
4
James Higginbotham, Piscinae: Artificial Fishponds in Roman Italy. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1997), 11.
3
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predecessors described above, Victorian aquariums offered transparency and nearly 360 degrees of
visual surveillance of a world which was previously inaccessible.
This chapter focuses on the nineteenth-century Victorian bourgeois home during an era of
great technological, scientific and imperial advancements that, in part, led to the invention and
popularization of the domesticated hobby aquarium. The development and growth of urban
environments at the time produced new divisions between the urban and the rural, and a nature vs.
civilization dichotomy appeared. Alongside this industrial development was the rise of the
bourgeois class itself. Armed with a surplus of disposable income, collecting and defining oneself
by ones surroundings became a signifier of class. As British sea power spurred curiosity about its
colonies, the reenactment of empire through a mastering of exotic flora and fauna exemplified
British hegemony and human power.
The Victorian era is often defined as the moment when the British empire was the largest in
the world, with colonies extending across all continents5. Due in part to such growing colonial
power and because of the Industrial Revolution, the newly emergent bourgeoisie was relieved from
manual labor with more income and leisure time than the proletariat. As a consequence, domestic
space, which was enclosed and distanced from the busy streets, factories, markets, and other sites
of labor, tacitly coded class and power for the growing bourgeoisie. The home offered security and
privacy in reaction to their alienating and modernizing cities. It is in this way that we can
understand new trends in domestic life alongside the emergence of modernity.
The nineteenth century, like no other century, was addicted to dwelling. It conceived the
residence as a receptacle for the person, and it encased him with all his appurtenances so
deeply in the dwelling's interior that one might be reminded of the inside of a compass case,
where the instilment with all its accessories lies embedded in deep, usually violet folds of
velvet. What didn’t the nineteenth century invent some sort of casing for! 6
A popular phrase used at the time and which colloquially continues to describe the period is that “the sun never sets”
on the British Empire.
6
Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project. Translated by Howard Eiland and Kevin McLaughlin. (Cambridge: Belknap
Press at Harvard University, 1999), 220.
5
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Writing near the end of the Victorian era, Walter Benjamin reflected on bourgeois
consumer habits and noted an aspirational connection between the objects in the home and their
collectors. “Ornament is to this house what the signature is to a painting…The fictional framework
for the individual's life is constituted in the private home.” 7 Technological advancements and
industrial modes of mass production during this period created new relationships between people
and things. The producer of objects became abstract to the consumer, thereby turning objects once
sought out from specialty craftsmen into commodities. But the bourgeois consumer also became
abstract. Reflecting on Benjamin’s Arcades Project quoted from above, Charles Rice argues that
the domestic interior “offered the site where the ‘social life of things’ could be domesticated in a
way that was thought to provide compensation for their stripping of qualities away from bourgeois
subjects.”8 Thus the identity of the collector began to rely on the objects they surround themselves
with. The bourgeois collector domesticated objects allowing for commodities to be captured,
displayed and interiorized in order to produce and control a sense of self.
Parlor rooms were repositories for such collections and the center for entertaining guests in
the bourgeois home. They were elaborately staged and decorated in order to display the wealth,
intellect and successes of the owner. Acts of conspicuous consumption9 attempting to claim a
higher social status also produced a kind of self-regulation of these spaces. Choices of what to
display and how to act around such objects became heavily choreographed.
Within the center of these parlor rooms, situated in elaborate and ornate furniture composed
of water, glass, iron, and wood, sat the aquarium which brought the ocean into the home and
provided respite and wonderment for the viewer. These structures often had slate bottoms, were

7

Benjamin, 20.
Charles Rice, The Emergence of the Interior: Architecture, Modernity, Domesticity. London: Routledge, 2007), 13.
9
Thorstein Veblen, The Theory of the Leisure Class: An Economic Study of Institutions. (1899; repr., Penguin Classics,
1994).
8

9

either spherical, square, or bell-shaped and cost anywhere from twenty-five shillings to three
pounds (about $150 to $530 USD today). A number of accessories such as a net, syphon, salt
supplies, and syringe for aeration were also required to maintain the tank. By the mid-nineteenth
century the craze for hobby aquariums took hold. J. E. Taylor’s The Aquarium: Its Inhabitants,
Structure and Management from 1876 includes a list of preferable marine aquarium flora and fauna
such as a variety of seaweed, moss, sea anemones, brightly colored wrasses, small sticklebacks,
seahorses, sole, and eels. Another early guide by Shirley Hibberd from 1856 lists a great number of
London-based aquarium vendors from the time such as Saunders and Woolcot, Treggon and Co.,
and Claudet and Houghton.10
The placement of flora and fauna inside the tank were chosen for their aesthetic values and
often cultivated and sold through specialty shops. While freshwater aquariums contained specimen
collected locally in nearby ponds and lakes, the attraction to and fascination with foreign animals
could be satisfied through such shops. Men who brought wild animals back from colonial
expeditions and trading voyages often sold them to such shops, the largest during the period being
operated by Charles Jamrach from 1840 until his death in 1891.11 Henry Noel Humphreys, a wellknown naturalist, writer, and artist, produced one of the earliest guides to the new parlor aquariums
that highlighted certain specimen and compositions for their visual appeal. Alongside detailed
colored and textured illustrations, his Ocean Gardens: The History of the Marine Aquarium
published in 1847, reflected that:
The marine Aquarium is, as yet, a plaything, a mere toy; but it is destined to become a far
more important means of advancing science, and ministering to popular instruction,
amusement, and wonder, than is yet dreamt of. It has yet to do for the ocean that which our

10

Shirley Hibberd, The Book of the Aquarium and Water Cabinet or Practical Instructions on the Formation, Stocking,
and Management, in all Seasons, of Collections of Fresh Water and Marine Life. (London: Groombridge & Sons,
Paternoster Row, 1856).
11
Harriet Ritvo, The Animal Estate: The English and Other Creatures in the Victorian Age. (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1987), 244.
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menageries and vast gardens, devoted to the service of natural history, have done for the
forests and mountains of the terrestrial portion of our planet.12

Figure 3. Henry Noel Humphreys’ illustration (hand-colored plate), from Ocean Gardens: The
History of the Marine Aquarium and the Best Methods now Adopted for its Establishment and
Preservation. London: Sampson Low, 1857.

In anticipation of the large-scale public aquariums that we now know today, Humphreys
notes that the value and popularity of the hobby aquarium was due in part to entertainment, but also
to the advancement of science. New technological advances, global flows of capital through
colonial trade and explorations of the marine contributed to a social fascination with ocean life,
particularly because the management of natural resources enabled the emerging global markets in
the first place. As the British empire grew, so too did the desire to see and understand newly
conquered places and their inhabitants. Collecting flora and fauna stood in for a kind of worldmaking and objects inside the tank represented empire and power that extended through the ocean.
The hobby aquarium now made visible a manageable form of landscape, like a painting, which was
otherwise inaccessible. It attempted to frame the unframeable in the center of the urban home.
12

Henry Noel Humphreys, Ocean Gardens: The History of the Marine Aquarium. (London: Sampson Low, 1857), 187.
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Dwelling that was impossible underwater was now inverted, and that impossibility was emphasized
within the very center of the human space of dwelling.
The concept of “nature” has been exhaustively studied and discussed, and what continues to
change are the discourses, values, and actions associated with it. It is impossible to illustrate a
complete genealogy of the concept of nature in this thesis, however what follows are a few general
ideas that help to situate the Victorian and pre-Darwinian culture of exhibiting nature and
subsuming the non-human into that category and farther away from the human.13 In 1637, despite
knowledge that humans and animals were both capable of sentience, Descartes deduced that since
animals lacked the ability to reason, they were merely machines that could not possess
consciousness. A line was drawn between humans and animals within the larger framework of
dualistic thought in the West. Then, according to Michel Foucault, Immanuel Kant’s late 18th
century contribution to the Enlightenment was brought on by understanding the self through its
capabilities of representing the other, i.e. through the process of categorizing and naming the other
and situating the self within that world. 14 In the 18th century, Swedish botanist Carl Linnaeus
developed a taxonomy for a history of nature, a grid in which all living beings could be classified
and understood through similar physical characteristics. This systematic ordering of natural history
expressed power relationships, primarily human dominance over the natural and non-human.
Foucault argues that this taxonomy did not express new desires to understand exotic flora and
fauna, but rather produced a “space in which it was possible to see them and from which it was
possible to describe them.”15 This new form of classification produced “a new way of making

The impact of Darwin’s work on the aquarium community is discussed further in Chapter 2.
Michel Foucault, “What is Enlightenment?” in The Foucault Reader. Edited by Paul Rabinow. (New York, NY:
Pantheon, 1984), 31-50.
15
Foucault, Michel. 1972 [1966]. The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences. First American
edition. New York, NY: Pantheon. pp 131.
13
14
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history,” and to return to Hegel, exercised humans making history for the rest of the non-human
world.

Due in part to the Enlightenment, Linnaeus, and more widespread knowledge of the world,
Victorians feared nature less and came to understand that nature was also vulnerable to human
control. For example, animals (categorized as “nature”) were legally considered to be the property
of their human owners. Kant’s Sapere aude (dare to know) motto of individual human agency,
according to geographer Neil Smith, was the bedrock of the bourgeois ideology of nature. It built
upon a dichotomy in which “the internal nature of human beings comprised their crude passions
while external nature was the social and physical environment in which human beings lived.” 16 In
other words, there are different versions of “nature”—for example, the internal/external dualism—
that can be identified as a set of relations always realized through the human. Driving a divide
between human and non-human, nature and culture, and so on, allows for the production of nature
where “human beings treat natural materials as external objects of labor to be worked up as
commodities.”17
Capturing and making sense of the wet abyss, this oceanic external nature, was central to
the popularity of the aquarium during the mid-nineteenth century. As the urban landscape was
transformed by industrialization, personal collections of naturalia demonstrated a kind of power
over nature where the unruly ocean could be contained and sustained. This period also saw a shift
in the perceptions and applications of domesticating water. Due to advances in plumbing, one
could access safe, sanitary, and potable water when it was located inside the home. On the other

16

Smith, Neil. 2008. Uneven Development: Nature, Capital, and the Production of Space. Third edition. Athens:
University of Georgia Press. pp. 12-13.
17
Ibid. pp. 15.
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hand, water was considered dirty and repelling when it was found externally, such as rainwater or
in ponds, and reinforced the nature-as-external argument set out above.

Transporting salty seawater to the urban home was difficult (as will be discussed in the
following chapter) and so aquarist Phillip Henry Gosse found a way to produce it artificially by
adding store-bought salt to regular water. His recommendations and formulas are outlined in his
widely popular book The Aquarium: An Unveiling of the Wonders of the Deep Sea. This simple
saltwater recipe, and hobby aquariums more generally, complicate the process of sanitizing and
interiorizing home from external nature.

Figure 4. A list of specimen in Gosse’s personal aquarium tank. From Philip Henry Gosse’s The
Aquarium: An Unveiling of the Wonders of the Deep Sea. London: John Van Voorst, 1854.

In tracing the production of water as a commodity and symbol during this period, Maria
Kaika argues, “This double process of casting processed nature outside the modern home, while
allowing controlled commodified nature inside, reinforced the ideological construction of the
private sphere as the utopia of the autonomous and the protected, and of the modern private
14

individual as clean, pure, and free of fear and anxiety.”18 In order to keep the home safe, the natural
is confined externally (the ocean) or neatly presented in a selective manner (the aquarium). Glass
and water together provide a false sense of amicable inter-species transparency, where the human
spectator can mobilize nature as safely packaged ornamentation.
The aquarium’s transparency is never really invisible, but overemphasized through its
difference and uncanniness. As Kaika notes, the uncanny is what Sigmund Freud called that which
frightens us but actually leads us back to what is safe, familiar, and known. 19 With its material and
symbolic barriers, bourgeois interior domesticity is able to remain shielded from the anxiety of
nature, however, aquarium water complicates this. Uncleansed water has been extracted from lakes
and oceans and brought into the center of the home. Guides from the period recommended that
aquariums be filtered daily with new water and small amounts of salt. An economy developed
around maintaining the tanks wherein specialty shops carried saltwater supplies specifically for
aquariums from the sea inland through railroad.20 This third kind of water, “wild” but contained,
represents a form of power situated within the new taxonomies and orders of being. The aquarium
was part of a colonial sensibility both drawn to and repelled by expressions of wildness. 21 As Jack
Halberstam reminds us hopefully, “wild” sensibilities are part of a long durée of the colonial
process but are not fixed. “Colonial notions of the wild…do not exhaust the meaning of wildness
and neither do all fantasies of becoming feral fall under the sway of primitivist notions of unspoiled
nature or fetishistic desires for a pure otherness.” 22

Kaika, Maria. 2004. “Interrogating the Geographies of the Familiar: Domesticating Nature and Constructing the
Autonomy of the Modern Home.” International Journal of Urban and Regional Research. No. 28. pp. 270.
19
Freud, Sigmund. 2003 [1919]. The Uncanny. Translated by David McLintock and introduced by Hugh Haughton.
New York, NY: Penguin Books.
20
Taylor, pp 156
21
Halberstam, Jack. 2020. Wild Things: The Disorder of Desire. Durham: Duke University Press.
22
Halberstam, 9.
18
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By the early nineteenth century, British publishers were issuing dozens of titles per year on
the subject of “natural history.” Access to this literature expanded through the middle class but also
much more widely due to the growth of public libraries across the country.23 Suddenly, the nonspecialist could become a specialist simply by going outside to collect and observe. This gave rise
to the naturalist, a figure who enthusiastically sought to discover, classify and taxonomize the
world while exercising intellectual mastery over nature. The next chapter will discuss key
individuals in the “invention” of the balanced aquarium and their complicated understanding and
positioning of aquatic worlds as testimony to the agency of God rather than based in scientific
consensus.

CHAPTER 2: THE ORIGIN OF AQUARIUMS, THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES
The collector’s arrangement and exhibition of aquatic curiosities not only stood in for class and
empire, but also for religious ideologies such as the Christian god’s reliable order of things in the
world. Housing an aquatic collection was understood by many as demonstrative of this divine
power. Through readings of aquarists’ writing, we begin to understand how Victorians encountered
animals in the tank and what kinds of religious and scientific connections to nature it claimed to
build. This chapter investigates the ways in which aquarium-minded naturalists like Philip Henry
Gosse sought to read and position the tank as an extension of the agency of God, and how they
grappled with Darwin’s theory of evolution. Also discussed is the development of the first public
aquarium which was a collaboration between the Zoological Society of London and Gosse. The
aquarium itself evolved from a domestic hobby to a public institution when the Zoological Society
tapped Gosse to establish the first public aquarium which was in operation from 1853 until 2019.
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The invention of the aquarium is muddy and disputed, however, new research has credited
two women for their groundbreaking contributions. The French naturalist Jeanne Villepreux-Power
is understood to have been the first to design and build a variety of wooden observation cages
(which came to be known as “cages à la Power”) to transport live specimen from the port to her lab
for close observation of marine life. 24 Her work was first rejected by the French Academy of
Science, but accepted a few years later by the London Zoological Society in 1839, after which she
was highly regarded for her research, unique for women at the time. 25

Figure 5. Villepreux-Power’s cages à la Power, 1856. Courtesy RMN Museum
National d’Histoire Naturelle, MNHN.
Yet it was still unclear how life could be sustained once extracted from the ocean. It wasn’t
until Anna Thynne invented the first glass tank to maintain marine life in 1847 that the “balanced,”
or self-sustaining, aquarium was possible. 26 Thynne often brought her family to holiday in Devon,
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a coastal county in southwest England where she developed her tanks by recognizing that
continuous aeration of water was necessary to produce oxygen and mimic the ocean environment.
Thynne incorporated stony coral collected from Devon in a glass bowl of saltwater back at her
home in London, where she changed the water every other day in front of an open window, adding
seaweed and eventually sustaining the corals’ lives, watching them grow and breed. Because of the
challenges of publishing as a women at the time, Thynne only published one article on her
groundbreaking research in June 1859 in The Magazine of Natural History.27

In 1851, Robert Warington, a chemist and founder of the Chemical Society of London,
published his “aquarium principle” in the Quarterly Journal of the Chemical Society, which was
later republished in the Literary Gazette, Gardeners Chronicle, Bicks Floristry and Zoologist.
Warington argued that by adding plants to glass fish bowls, they would produce enough oxygen to
sustain a small quantity of underwater life. 28 Around the same time, nature writer Philip Henry
Gosse found himself at the Devon coast to improve his ailing health conditions away from an
increasingly polluted London. A pre-Darwinian naturalist, Gosse was deeply religious and set out
to explore and document God’s creations. It is no surprise that he eventually came to meet Thynne,
wife of a local reverend who shared his religious passion, and wrote the foreword for her 1859
article. Credited for coining the term “aquarium,” Gosse reconsidered the popular vivarium, and
published The Aquarium: An Unveiling of the Wonders of the Deep Sea in 1854.
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Figure 6. Title page of Philip Henry Gosse’s The Aquarium: An Unveiling of the Wonders of the
Deep Sea. London: John Van Voorst, 1854. Photo by Emma Laws, 2021. Courtesy Devon and
Exeter Institution.
Gosse published 29 books on natural history throughout his life and many were bestsellers.29 He was incredibly influential and is often credited as having spurred the aquarium craze
in Britain and across the Atlantic in the United States. Gosse, Hibberd, Humphreys, Thynne,
Villepreux-Power, Warington, and other aquarists like Henry D. Butler privileged with time and
money could study and promote themselves as experts of a divine world without distraction.
Butler, the American author of The Family Aquarium Or, Aqua Vivarium, attributes his 1858
publication as one “designed to familiarize amateurs in a novel branch of natural science with an
attractive instrument enabling them to look through nature up to nature’s God.” 30
In The Aquarium Gosse describes himself as a devotee of the theological sublime and
quoted the veracity of God when doubting the strange differences he encountered among ocean life
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and similarities among seemingly very different species. He was a member of the Plymouth
Brethren, a conservative Christian group that believed in biblical prophecy and doctrine supremely
over any other source of authority. The study and observation of nature kindled a religious spirit in
Gosse and his readers, reflecting their own moral and religious values rooted in Romanticism
antagonistic to the Industrial Revolution and scientific progress.
In natural action, their purposes become evident, and the perfection of their contrivance
becomes admirable; and we may use them as a fresh occasion of ascribing honour to the
Infinitely Holy, Wise and Good God, all whose works praise Him. 31

Gosse could be spiritually observant, and at the same time, a technological expert while
maintaining the world through his tanks, a stand-in for the divine creator.
Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of the Species was published in 1859 but his work on
evolution was well-known in scientific circles since as early as 1842 when he started lecturing
about his findings publicly. His theory of evolution contradicted earlier notions of “natural”
selection through the work of a god and caused many to reassess time scales and the history of the
planet. The more answers his work provided, the more traditional beliefs were being undermined.
As a backlash, the religious naturalist emerged—an individual who pursued independent research
on the natural world and believed it was not necessary to study the world through institutions,
because nature was universal and an extension of God.
Gosse was familiar with Darwin and surprisingly mentions approvingly that he attended some
of his lectures in his book Omphalos.32 Published two years before Darwin’s own groundbreaking
book, Omphalos attempted to thwart the theory of natural selection and geological time with an
argument for the fixity of species and biblical supremacy. In the book, Gosse came to the
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conclusion that God intentionally created a world that appeared to have some kind of pre-history,
with “omphalos” the Greek word referring to Adam’s own belly button.
“I assume that each organism which the Creator educed was stamped with an indelible specific
character, which made it what it was, and distinguished it from everything else, however near or
like. I assume that such character has been, and is, indelible and immutable; that the characters
which distinguish species from species now, were as definite at the first instant of their creation
as now, and are as distinct now as they were then. If any choose to maintain, as many do, that
species were gradually brought to their present maturity from humbler forms,—whether by the
force of appetency in individuals, or by progressive development in generations—he is welcome
to his hypothesis, but I have nothing to do with it. These pages will not touch him.” 33
The book was unsuccessful and ridiculed for its inaccuracies in the face of scientific consensus. In
Father and Son: A Study of Two Temperaments Gosse’s own son, Edmund, details his father’s
humility once the press began to review the book. Famed Argentine writer Jorge Luis Borges
describes how the “newspapers reduced it to the doctrine that God had hidden fossils under the
earth to test the faith of the geologists.”34 Even Gosse’s fellow naturalist colleagues could not agree
with him and he soon fell into a depression. Of his father, Edmund Gosse said, “I think he
considered the failure of his attempt at the reconciliation of science with religion to have been
intended by God as a punishment for something he had done or left undone.” 35 Philip Henry Gosse
then threw himself back into the comfort of his successful work gathering details on sea animals
and published History of the British Sea-Anemones and Corals in 1860.
How did Gosse come to be such a central figure of the development of the aquarium? By
the time of publication of The Aquarium: An Unveiling of the Wonders of the Deep Sea in 1854, he
had been a preeminent scholar of ocean life, publishing several articles and books on the subject
every year and was invited to conferences and residencies around the world. Central to the
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popularization of aquarium studies was the circulation and visibility of collections of specimen.
Before the first public aquarium was established, Gosse’s elaborate drawings and detailed
descriptions disseminated oceanic knowledge. Perhaps following in the footsteps of Alexander von
Humboldt, Gosse was famous for having traveled across the Atlantic to the U.S., Canada and
Jamaica to study shorelines, and so we might also trace the nineteenth-century aquarium history as
transnational.
New research by Emily Senior suggests how essential Black Jamaicans were to Gosse’s
collections and research which later informed the development of the marine aquarium. As
discussed in Chapter 1, the aquarium is usually understood as a British phenomenon associated
with Victorian domesticity and exhibits of wealth and power. However, Gosse’s work was heavily
dependent on Jamaican naturalists, collectors, and laborers. Visiting Jamaica between 1844 and
1846, nearly ten years after slavery was abolished in Britain, Gosse describes slavery as “revolting”
but rarely mentions the labor of Black collaborators in his journals, and never by name.36
Understanding the aquarium through the lens of its female inventors and Jamaican and Omphalos
prehistory reveals some of the gendered, colonial, and religious natural historical origins of Gosse’s
ideas for British marine exhibits and Victorian natural history more broadly.

CHAPTER 3: FROM THE HOME TO THE FISH HOUSE
Despite scientific and technological advancements that made the hobby aquarium possible, not all
collections could be kept in the home. A lack of space, time, labor and funds to carefully maintain
the animals (including the daily changing of saltwater and expensive supplies) made owning and
accessing an aquarium laborious and expensive. Inspired by other European public displays of
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nature like the Jardin des Plantes in Paris, the Zoological Society of London was established in
1826 “for the general advancement of Zooological Science… the immediate object of which will
be the collection of such living subjects of the Animal Kingdom as may be introduced and
domesticated with advantage in this country”37 according to their initial charter statement.
The Society opened the respective Zoological Gardens (later, the “zoo”) in 1828 as a site
for the study, breeding and domestication of exotic animals, and was “primarily canvassed as a
kind of clearing house for aristocratic stock” (which referred to animal property).38 Founded by
politicians and nobility such as Sir Stamford Raffles (Lieutenant-Governor of the Dutch East
Indies) and Sir Robert Peel (later the Prime Minister), the Gardens relied on imperial contacts at the
East India Company, Hudson Bay Company and the Admiralty for their animal stock and funding.
This vast colonial network was further emphasized when they received official support from the
Foreign Office in those first years. 39 This imperial infrastructure provided the Gardens with
seemingly unlimited global resources. The Zoological Gardens’ menagerie of exotic animals was at
first only open to paying subscribers and occasionally to the public for a fee, but it soon became
clear that the expenses of maintaining the facilities needed to be offset by attracting more funds
from paying members of the public, as it had been the case with other museums in London. The
Zoological Society of London attempted to distinguish themselves from popular novelty attractions
by mediating scientific education through their displays, programs and guidebooks that were later
given to all visitors. By the early 1850s the zoo would see nearly 100,000 guests per year. 40
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Figure 7. Gardens of the Zoological Society London, 1828. Wood engraving by J. Dodd. Courtesy
the British Library.
The Gardens were located in Regents Park so that they could be close enough to the urban
center but situated within a green landscape. Like the home aquarium, Regents Park offered
Victorian city dwellers an escape from pollution and noise, byproducts of growing
industrialization. In December 1852 the Zoological Gardens purchased a small number of sea
anemones and worms from Gosse, and soon after commissioned him to collect more and establish
the first public aquarium, called the Fish House, which opened to the public in 1853. The Fish
House was a singular standing room of glass and steel with a variety of small rectangular glass
tanks placed on birch plinths in the center and a number of larger ones around the perimeter. The
initial specimen were all from Gosse’s personal collection and mostly included creatures he had
captured in his travels across the Atlantic or local marine creatures such as sea grasses, sea horses,
coral, crabs and fish like wrasse.

24

Figure 8 and 9. Exterior and interior view of the Fish House at the Zoological
Gardens London, circa 1875. Courtesy the ZSL Archives.
Henry Noel Humphreys, author of Ocean Gardens: The History of the Marine Aquarium,
recalled that the Fish House
was so crowded daily with its curious visitors, that it was difficult to get a glimpse of the
wonders of the ‘ocean floor’ and its zoöphytic denizens, which were so successfully
exhibited there; principally through the skillful aid and untiring industry of Mr. Gosse,
through whose hands above five thousand specimens passed at the time, collected at the
request of the Zoological Society. 41
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Due in part to the success of the Fish House, the countless aquaria literature being published
annually, and the popularity and economy around the hobby aquariums, Victorians’ growing
interest in the ocean pierced the superficial surface of the marine (thought mostly as means of
transport) to an entire world of depth and life.

Figure 10. Brighton Aquarium, England. Photochrome print, circa 1883-1896. Detroit Publishing
Company. Courtesy Library of Congress.
Public aquariums soon opened across Britain – Manchester, Brighton, Yarmouth – and
spread across Europe in France, Germany, Austria, Italy and the Netherlands. Knowledge of the
ocean and its inhabitants spread wide and technologies for maintaining these ecosystems advanced
as well. Even Walter Benjamin, writing about his childhood encounters with sea otters at the Berlin
Zoological Gardens, described their watery tanks as a “prophetic corner” which “bore traces of
what was to come.”42 By 1859, G. Hurwood invented a device which used water pressure to
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constantly circulate large amounts of water in and out of tanks through pipes.43 A large increase in
scale from the smaller hobby aquariums, these public exhibitions sought to closely imitate the open
sea itself with undulating waves and visually immersive experiences. Such experiences drew in
crowds simultaneously educating and entertaining the public with marine life. Understanding the
ideologies underpinning Gosse’s work is important because it determined the framing and
positionality in how he wanted people to understand the aquarium as an archive of living bodies –
and that only God could produce such exciting difference in a world that was bound by his
hierarchies.

Figure 11. Cover of J.E. Taylor’s The Aquarium: Its Inhabitants, Structure and Management.
London: Hardwicke & Bogue, 1876.
An entire chapter in J.E. Taylor’s aquarium guide is dedicated to extracting specimen from
the tank in order to observe them more closely through the microscope, with tacit references to his
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religious beliefs. “Human eyes can thus look down upon and witness the evolutions of these lower
forms of life, just as it is possible other eyes look down upon our own terrestrial career.” 44 To these
naturalists, the aquarium was an apparatus that fortified a hierarchy of life, as if mapping the
heavenly cosmos onto the ocean. As geographer Kay Anderson notes, these kinds of cultural
institutions reflect not “nature” itself, but “a human adaptation of the ensemble of life forms that
bears the name ‘nature.’”45 These individuals constructed a theatre of life with immense ecological,
humanistic, scientific, and epistemological consequences. Emily Senior argues thus that Gosse
“participated in the new ‘physiological optics’ that emphasized the corporeal processes of
apprehending the visible world… [he] helped to develop a new kind of ‘observer’ whose ways of
looking were shaped by an enormous variety of new visual technologies, of which the aquarium
was one,”46 and yet remained anchored in a religious frame.

CHAPTER 4: VICTORIAN WAYS OF SEEING
By the 1870s, the domestic hobby aquarium craze had been replaced by growing interest and
presence of the larger public aquatic exhibitions around the world. Hobby aquariums cost time and
labor, and owners were not afforded access to the technology and resources that institutions had.
Nine out of ten domestic aquariums in England had been disposed of or forgotten by this time. 47
Like watching a performance in the theater, collective viewing and communal experience was an
opportunity that only the public aquarium provided. Additionally, the advantage of seeing larger
animals and larger groups of animals in new sizable tanks was spectacular and could not be
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achieved in the home. The scale of these public aquariums attempted to perform the ocean itself
and left the viewer feeling immersed. This new sensorial relationship and perspective of immersion
made the human feel humbled instead of god-like, and was appealing to audiences who had
otherwise only seen small-scale aquatic ecosystems in their home.
This chapter considers the new “ways of seeing” produced by the public aquarium during
and right after its debut at the Zoological Gardens. Who was the modern observing subject and is it
possible to know from which positionality they saw this new, wet world? As desire for empirical
evidence in the form of visual records influenced science, rationality, and an appreciation of natural
environments, seeing became central to conceptualizing forms of ordering and making sense of the
world. In order to better understand what larger cultural shifts were developing at the time, I will
analyze other new Victorian display and control technologies which were simultaneously new,
such as the Crystal Palace, the first photography exhibition at the Victoria and Albert Museum, and
the Pentonville Prison. This helps to situate the public aquarium and the ways people understood
what they saw there among other new forms of visual culture from the period.
Through the exclusionary ideologies of Gosse discussed in the previous chapter, a certain
master subjectivity was built into how one would look at and understand aquariums, and likewise,
the ocean and so called “nature.” Gosse assumed the human gaze was universally a man like
himself and the dominant view at the time was such that this master subjectivity (human, male,
white, bourgeois) was separate from nature. These master subjectivities also systematically and
institutionally denied audiences the opportunity to think about inter-dependency between humans
and non-humans through taxonomies but also material like water and glass. As Val Plumwood
notes, “western culture has treated the human/nature relation as a dualism and … this explains
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many of the problematic features of the west’s treatment of nature which underlie the
environmental crisis, especially the western construction of human identity as ‘outside’ nature.” 48
Importantly, the aquarium reduces our encounter with animals down to a single sense:
vision.49 We cannot touch, hear, taste or smell life in the aquarium as much as we can gaze at life
swimming by in circles. This ocular-centricity not only informs a reduced understanding of the
animal but also the vast complexity of the ocean and ocean life together. The farther one descends
into the ocean the less light there is, therefore, ocean dwelling life primarily relies on sound and
touch to navigate and comprehend the environment. Aquariums foreground sight to make visible a
world that is inherently invisible to ocean life itself. What we cannot see is often supplemented
through institutional display and didactic devices so that visitors can categorize and identify sea
animals, translating scientific data into consumable details that move the animals further and
further away from the category of “human.”
Itself an apparatus of power, these early aquarium exhibitions comfortably confirmed the
idea of human sovereignty over nature. They framed and reproduced a view of the world that was
specifically a Western anthropocentric one. In early modern Europe, humans were situated between
god and animals, more closely aligned with the divine, and therefore the boundary between humans
and animals was sacred. 50 Kay Anderson has noted that the normative “human” identity was
constructed alongside technological, militaristic, social, and scientific enterprises, to justify the
ordering of other spheres of life that include the feminine, the racialized, the animal, and the
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environment in general, while also paying attention to the different specificities and manifestations
of such ordering.51
Sylvia Wynter has written extensively about how European colonialism reorganized the
world into racial classifications beginning in the fifteenth century, and how this reorganizing
centered on a difference of dehumanization. 52 Under white supremacy, all other racializations were
constructed to be ideologically less-than-human. Wynter describes how “Man” saw himself as
separate from the natural world, and legitimized himself through the subjugations of others. She
notes a fundamental inability to imagine the human other than white Man, which obstructs a
possibility of what else could be considered human, and therefore not human. With this in mind,
one can understand why humans outside of dominant racialized categories have been treated as
animals—sold, traded, and confined. Enslaved Africans had been bestialized and classified in a
category “not far removed from the apes, as man-made degenerate by sin.”53
John Berger’s canonical Ways of Seeing published in 1972 highlighted how such dominant
ideologies are tacitly embedded in visual culture. Less known is Berger’s essay “Why Look at
Animals?” published a few years later in 1980 in his About Looking. “Why Look at Animals?”
traces the contradictions (from the zodiac, to farming, to domestic pet keeping) of how animals in
the West came to be understood culturally as both like and unlike humans. Berger suggests that the
arrival of public zoos and aquariums in the 19th century were “monuments to the impossibility of
such encounters.”54 Living among a variety of animals became less visible in daily lives the more
cities became modernized. On looking at the animal in the zoo, Berger argues that within these
artificial environments, living animals become symbolic. They are often isolated, universalized,
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and completely dependent upon their human keepers. This is why looking at animals in zoos and
aquariums can never be reciprocated by the return gaze of an animal—the animal has been
“immunized.” He states, “That look between animal and man, which may have played a crucial
role in the development of human society… has been extinguished…. This historic loss, to which
zoos are a monument, is now irredeemable for the culture of capitalism.” 55
To return to Benjamin, the dialectics of seeing developed throughout the course of the
Victorian period, in part, due to the excessive use of glass throughout Europe. Of the arcades,
Benjamin described them as sites where “the light filters through their dingy glass roofs as into an
aquarium of primitive sea life.”56 Susan Buck-Morss alludes to these glass displays as fossilized
commodities, traces of prior lives and natural history as mythology connected by a dialectical
image.57 The glass container itself is a central element of the aquarium’s spectacular display where
visitors are taught to derive pleasure from the spectacle alone.
Regarding the new public aquariums, it was their public visibility and shift from beyond the
domestic that made them so enticing. Buck-Morss continues that, “urban brilliance and luxury were
not new in history, but secular, public access to them was. The splendor of the modern city could
be experienced by everyone who strolled its boulevards and parks, or visited its department stores,
museums, art galleries, and national monuments.” 58 Large and immersive panoramic views were
common attractions for the public, and the aquarium provided the illusion of moving through the
ocean itself, similar to that of “moving along a street of commodity display windows.” 59
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During the Victorian era, glass was everywhere—from the Paris arcades to the Crystal
Palace, microscopic lenses to aquariums. As glass became fairly cheap to produce at the end of the
nineteenth century, using it as an architectural element became more affordable and widespread.
In Victorian Glassworlds: Glass Culture and the Imagination 1830-1880, Isobel Armstrong
clarifies that in this period,
a world, newly mediated by glass, was one of the projects of Victorian modernism, or, more
exactly, a place where related and complex Victorian modernisms played out their
concerns. In the nineteenth century glass became a third or middle term: it interposed an
almost invisible layer of matter between the seer and the seen—the sheen of a window, the
silver glaze of the mirror, the convexity or concavity of the lens. 60
Was the aquarium viewer meant to be looking out onto vast oceanic world or looking into a
contained and controlled interior space? Glass is both transparent and reflective, and thus the glass
panel is both a “barrier and medium [that] never works as smooth interchange but always points up
mismatched relations’.61 It produces both a subject and object from either side.
The site of the first World’s Fair in 1851 in London’s Hyde Park (also known as the Great
Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations) took place in what was known as the Crystal
Palace. It was designed by Joseph Paxton, composed of glass and steel, was 990,000 square feet
large, and took two thousand workers seven months to construct. The glass enabled the space to
appear boundary-less, an architectural feat for the time. The exhibition intended to show the most
modern advances in industrialized technologies and had an enormous impact on art, culture,
tourism and international relations.
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Figure 12. J. E. Mayall. Crystal Palace, 1851 Exhibition. Steel engraving. Courtesy Wellcome
Collection.

The Crystal Palace was constructed out of the same iron and glass that had been used to
build the arcades Benjamin describes, but in monumental proportions. F.& C. Osler designed the
central display of the Crystal Palace: a twenty-seven-foot glass fountain with water radiating out
from shell-like glass structures. Pipes and support structures were hidden behind layers of glass to
provide the illusion of a prismatic, flowing and reflective spectacle. Traces of aquarium-like
material and illusions of immersion were omnipresent.
The Great Exhibition was associated with British success and stability by introducing the
public to the achievements of imperialism through exhibiting not only technological advances but
materials and culture through the positionality of the west. Prince Albert designated that the
exhibition should be organized around four categories: raw materials, machinery, manufactured
materials, and fine art. 62 Displays were to emphasize and compare Britain and the rest of the “non-
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civilized” world, often equating otherness with primitivism and unruly nature itself. Among objects
exhibited were rare diamonds and gems; new visual technologies such as the daguerreotype, the
telescope, and the stereoscope; crafts made by indigenous communities in the British colonies, and
much more. As Haraway suggests, “The social relations of domination…are frozen into the
hardware and logics of technology. Nature is, in ‘fact,’ constructed as a technology through social
praxis. And dioramas are meaning-machines. ... Machines are maps of power, arrested moments of
social relations that in turn threaten to govern the living.”63 This taxonomy of classification and
display continues to influence how we see certain living beings and nature valued in relation to the
west. Vestiges of these displays and their hegemonic positioning of objects and histories are still
visible in today’s museums and public exhibitions.
Glass and water were central to the invention and emerging popularity of photography, a
process of moving light through glass and immersing the result in liquid. The daguerreotype, a kind
of proto-photography, was exclusive to the upper classes and primarily used for portraiture until its
profile was raised at the Great Exhibition. The place of photography was hotly debated during the
mid-19th century, as critics were unsure of its relevancy as a kind of science or artform. This
changed when, in 1858, the South Kensington Gallery (now the Victoria and Albert Museum)
presented the first public exhibition of photography. It was organized by the Photographic Society
of London and consisted of 1009 densely installed images of mostly landscapes, portraits and
reproductions of other works of art.64 Incorporating this new indexical form of visual reproduction
into the museum established its place among other artistic media such as painting and sculpture.
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Figure 13. Charles Thurston Thompson, Exhibition of the Photographic Society of London and the
Société française de photographie at the South Kensington Museum, 1858. Photograph. Courtesy
Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

Importantly, museums were also the public face of the sciences. They were vast repositories
of objects and specimen that were collected, studied, organized and then popularized. Kathleen
Davidson describes the photograph at this time as offering a “seemingly tangible surrogate for the
actual object or view.” 65 Through the photograph, one could immediately encounter an exotic
landscape or animal and have an entirely new imaginative experience closer to the actual object in
the photograph. As photographic technology advanced, more people had access to taking and
distributing a wide variety of new views.
Consider the museum exhibition, a site of enclosure filled with transparent vitrines to
protect precious art objects from abject human interference: our breath, the oil on our fingers, the
debris we cast off our bodies and our bodies themselves become a threat. The exhibtionary-
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complex, as noted by Tony Bennett, is not an institution of confinement but of visibility that has
been structurally designed to manage human behavior through a transparent expression of
ideology. It is, in short, a disciplinary technology. Instead of obscuring access and power, early
examples of the exhibitionary-complex sought to “allow the people to know and thence to regulate
themselves; to become, in seeing themselves from the side of power, both the subjects and the
objects of knowledge, knowing power and what power knows, and knowing themselves as (ideally)
known by power, interiorizing its gaze as a principle of self-surveillance and, hence, selfregulation.”66
Exhibitions build ideology through surveying order in which the viewer themself is a
participant, interpolated into both seeing and being seen. The power of the exhibitionary-complex
lies in the act of seeing, an authoritative vision that assembles and perpetuates understandings of
the world. This complex of social and physical relations allows visitors to identify with power and
order while simultaneously having their bodies and perspectives controlled within the space. For
Bennett, it “manifested itself precisely in continually displaying its ability to command, order, and
control objects and bodies, living or dead.” Aquariums enact such an exhibitionary-complex while
managing the potential risk behind the glass.
Bennett extends our understanding of the exhibitionary-complex through the carceral
connections between the museum and the prison, noting their institutional births arrive at nearly the
same time. “The exhibitionary-complex and the carceral archipelago develop over roughly the
same period - the late eighteenth to the mid-nineteenth century - and achieve developed
articulations of the new principles they embodied within a decade or so of one another.” 67
Widening the scope, the aquarium is also a part of this historical narrative. Like the museum and
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the prison, the public aquarium set out to produce knowledge through a narrow idea of classifying
and ordering bodies on both sides of the glass.
Pentonville Prison was designed by Joshua Jebb and opened in London in 1842, 11 years
before the Fish House debuted at the London Zoo. However, the building’s initial design was
proposed by Jeremy Bentham in 1791 and was centered around a circular guard’s tower with
prisoners' cells arranged radiating outward from that tower (see figure 14). This architecture
allowed the guards to surveille the prisoners without the prisoners being able to identify when they
were being watched. They were seen but could not see and therefore practiced self-discipline in the
event they could be caught at any time. Such an architecture revolutionized carceral control. In his
famous chapter, “Panopticism,” Michel Foucault argues that this kind of visual disciplinary
apparatus was an efficient way for the state to deal with unpredictability by establishing
hierarchical surveillance networks.68

Figure 14. Isometrical perspective of Pentonville Prison, 1840-42, engineered by Joshua Jebb. Report of the
The Pentonville
model was
considered
a modern
prison,
one that
encapsulated
Surveyor-General
of Prisons,
London,
1844.
Courtesy
Fordham
College.Victorian
The Pentonville model was considered a modern prison, one that encapsulated Victorian ideas
around classifications and the separation of different groups. On examining Pentonville further,
John Pratt insists that Bentham imagined his panopticon model as being “thrown open to the public
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in whom would be vested a right of inspection…it had been designed to allow the public to judge
for themselves the efficiency and consequences of its internal regime.”69 Prisoners were not on
display in the completed design by Joshua Jebb, but the consideration that incarcerated people
would allow for the public to cast collective judgement elucidates the kinds of spectacular
biological brutality popular at the time.
There are very significant differences between this type of carceral device and the aquarium
such as transparency vs. opacity, the objectification of animals vs. the objectification of humans,
but it would be remiss not to mention that what was in the air was a cultural shift of discipline
rather than reform, perhaps as a backlash to the humanitarian reform methods ushered in through
the Enlightenment. Gosse’s ideals, like Bentham’s, were also reactionary towards the
Enlightenment and sought to order and regulate living bodies. It is not a coincidence that these
institutions and the controlling visual operations they designed were built within a span of fifteen
years when the Victorian era was a leader in technological advancements on the heels of the
Industrial Revolution, and most relevant here, bodily regulation. As empire grew and globalized, so
did the institutions which were meant to produce and control public knowledge and behavior.
Following this narrative, it should come as no surprise that the public aquarium attempts to
bring the ocean into public view while reflecting greater colonial projects synonymous with
patterns of biocapitalist control. For example, the tank is emblematic of imperial modernity through
its employment of explorational, technological, and scientific operations. Scholar Eva Hayward has
connected early aquatic exhibitions to their colonial history and nationalism,
The monumental scale and architectural detail of these buildings demonstrated the power of
nation and the ability of civilization to maintain dominion over its nonhuman inhabitants.
The most prized organisms were ‘exotics’ from non-European environments that fueled
ongoing colonialism in the mode of animal husbandry. As these spaces gave entry into
John Pratt, “This Is not a Prison: Foucault, the Panopticon and Pentonville.” Social & Legal Studies (1993), 2(4),
381.
69
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inaccessible environments for most visitors, they also suggested the extension of biological
knowledge, the prowess of technological achievement, and the expansion of nation under
the salty waters.70
The Victorian period was marked by the belief that leisure time needed to be for the good of the
state, because if not controlled, this kind of idleness would lead to immoral vices. The state was
able to regulate and administer leisure time through institutions like museums, grand exhibitions,
zoos, aquariums, and prisons, but they also provided working-class visitors with promises of
intellectual enrichment, reform, and a sense of human superiority. They allowed the state to
instrumentalize education in order to maintain order. The aquarium can be understood as part of a
larger cultural shift regarding the modernization of subjectivity and an expansion of visual culture.
As Jonathan Crary has noted, this period produced a new kind of historical gaze as “vision was
opened up to procedures of normalization, of quantification, of discipline,” compatible with other
processes of accelerated modernity. 71

CHAPTER 5: ENCOUNTER, IMMERSION, TRANSPARENCY
This project has so far suggested that our understanding of aquaiums and spectacles of “nature” is
derivate of histories of natural history and by the few individuals who authored those histories. The
roles of the Fish House as an educational facility and theatre were often overlapping and
interchangeable. Understanding the aquarium experience is enriched by paying attention to aspects
of human and non-human experiences to further understand the moral dimensions of such an
encounter. While photography has been discussed as a tool to transport humans to new
environments imaginatively, physically encountering something out of the ordinary engenders
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amazement and excitement on both sides of the glass. Aquarium encounters are therefore
immediate physical experiences.
This chapter will consider the media and affect though which humans and animals approach
one another within the aquarium. Borders, whether physical or psychological, have been built up
by humans to create enclosures around the non-human in such spaces. In the nineteenth century,
western displays of both humans and animals reflected human interests in the production of
difference, classification, and hierarchy within natural and social history. Dramatic presentations of
humans and animals from exotic places or with exotic features created occasions for increasing
physical and emotional engagement with otherness.
In 1861 the American entrepreneur P.T. Barnum opportunistically followed the popularity
of the Fish House by adding an aquarium to his American Museum of “living curiosities” located
in lower Manhattan. Among his exhibitions of racial othering such as presenting the “Aztec,”
“Siamese Twins”, and the African American woman Joice Heth, whom he went into debt to rent, 72
Barnum exhibited two living white whales from Labrador, Canada in a tank just wide enough to
hold their bodies. They were kept in the basement of the museum among the exhaust pipes and
with no water circulation and they died shortly after their move to the museum. After their death, a
new life would replace the dead one, providing an expensive amusement of continuity. Barnum’s
American Museum attempted to excite audiences by emphasizing the exoticness of both human
and animal menageries through press narratives that included descriptions of difficult expeditions
required to capture them.73 An 1864 holiday advertisement for the museum used dramatic
showmanship terms such as “bewitching,” “grace,” and “grandeur” to promote the aquatic
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exhibition. While the museum claimed education was central to their mission, their sensationalist
prose about humans and animals alike prioritized the consumption of captive-as-entertainment.

Figure 15. Barnum's American Museum Christmas and New Year holiday bill. Wynkoop,
Hallenbeck & Thomas, Book and Job Printers, 1864. Newsprint advertisement. Courtesy Library of
Congress.
In Bénédicte Boisseron’s illuminating book Afro-Dog: Blackness and the Animal Question
the author draws on the many historic, literary, and philosophical connections between the
subjection and management of Black people and dogs in the circum-Atlantic by and through
slavery and colonialism. She argues that “one should not ignore entangled forms of oppression” but
that “analogizing can be harmful when it is meant to serve one cause over the other; when its sole
function is, for example, to serve the animal cause by instrumentalizing the black cause.” 74 In both
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instances the other is produced through similar operations of oppressive divides but the outcomes
are dramatically different.
For Boisseron, attempting to understand how the other might “look back” results in the
paradox of also being trapped in the other’s gaze. This Hegelian dialectic happens in recognizing
that the other might see us at our most vulnerable. As Derrida recounts in his essay “The Animal
That Therefore I Am (More to Follow),” 75 he becomes trapped in feelings of shame when noticing
that his cat might see him naked. He is further “ashamed for being ashamed” because he is also
trapped in the inability to understand what his cat, a creature that has no knowledge of nudity,
might be thinking. It is impossible to understand the cat without centuries of domestication and
without the human, therefore, looking at animals allows humans to “see and be seen through the
eyes of the other”.76

Boisseron presents a dialectic politics of looking at an animal through the aquarium in the
1964 short story “Axolotl” by Argentinian writer Julio Cortázar. In this story, the narrator frequents
the Jardin des Plantes in Paris to obsessively view the titular salamander which seizes his
imagination while also interpellating him into the gaze:

Transfixed by the odd-looking pink amphibians with no eyelids, the narrator glues his face
to the glass while the immobile axolotls look at him. The narrator feels a “muted pain” as
he comes to the realization that maybe the axolotls are seeing him. “They were devouring
me slowly with their eyes, in a cannibalism of gold.” At the end of the story, the reader
realizes that, in a twist of magic realism, the beholder of the gaze has become the object of
the gaze. The narrator is one of the axolotls looking at “him,” this man with his face glued
to the glass on the other side of the tank. Even though he is aware now of having the body
and muteness of an axolotl, strangely enough, nothing has changed in the narrator’s mental
skills. He feels, as he says, like a man buried alive. 77
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The axolotl’s presence behind the glass and water called forth a reflection of the narrator’s
humanity which he would prefer not to see: that he is not much different in his partial
understandings of the non-human other, just as they are in their partial understandings of him.
Instead of situating the human/animal as subject/object, questioning hierarchicalized binaries opens
up the possibility to comprehend and fracture an assumed totalizing position of power, like a leaky
crack in aquarium glass. It is this fracturing of the Hegelian dialectic that I would like to consider
in regard to the ontological separation of human and animal that takes place with the aquarium.
Can we get past the subject-object dialectic when it comes to encountering the ocean animal in the
aquarium, doubly foreign in our limited understanding of both the animal’s perspective and its
liquid environment? Is it possible that these animals could swim by us and intervene in their own
representations rather than remain passive objects? Can encountering animals in the aquarium not
only help us reflect on our humanity, but on their particular agency so that we might consider
changing our behaviors towards more ethical interspecies relationships?

As mentioned previously, glass was instrumental in enabling encounters with the ocean in
the nineteenth century. However, purely transparent glass, without any reflection or ruptures,
reduces encounter to a simplistic binary of the perceiver and the perceived. Its transparency enables
a viewer to seamlessly go from subject to object without any opportunities for reflection. As Isobel
Armstrong reminds us, “consciousness, doubled as reflection, can achieve reflective awareness”. 78

Contemporary aquariums, like the Monterey Bay Aquarium (the second biggest aquarium
in the world), no longer use glass but acrylic, which is a plastic that scatters light to reduce glare. A
2011 press kit for the Monterey Bay Aquarium’s Open Sea display describes the tank as having
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been made of made of 13-inch-thick acrylic. Of this material, the aquarium emphasizes that, “most
of the exhibit windows are made of acrylic, not glass, because acrylic panels can be made larger,
lighter and more transparent than glass. To keep the windows from being obscured by algae and
animals that settle and grow on its surface, teams of volunteer divers clean the windows in major
exhibits regularly.”79 Open Sea privileges transparency and a direct sightline to charismatic
megafauna as opposed to the “minor” interfering algae and microbial animals. If acrylic
infrastructure in the aquarium denies the human viewer to see themselves reflected in the artificial
ocean landscape, one that is continuously maintained by aquarium staff, what possibilities for selfawareness are possible?

To return to Berger, when viewing animals in the zoo, he argues that within these artificial
environments living animals become symbolic, totalized and dependent upon their human
infrastructure. Under such conditions of captivity, the anthropocentric view is prioritized so that
more egalitarian human-animal encounters are compromised. As Eva Hayward says, “captivity
produces animals against themselves,”80 in other words, it is difficult to see animals in captivity as
“real” because we also see the means of their captivity (tanks, aquarium staff, didactics, music).
Visiting the aquatic Drifters display of living jellyfish at the Monterey Bay Aquarium, Hayward
contemplates an optics of “diffraction” in which the effects of difference are prioritized over the
place of difference. When humans see light reflecting and refracting off the glass and water, selfreflection becomes possible through the aesthetic materiality of the aquarium’s enclosure. This
refraction is visually disorienting because humans cannot locate an immediate source for the light,
it is always moving and enfolding the body on different sides at different times. 81 Hayward asks,
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“How does captivity function for eyeless, pelagic, fleeting lives? Does face-to-face ‘seeing’ matter
for organisms of a radically different scale and for whom “eyes” are light receptors rather than
picture makers?”82 While living beings experience the world through senses, it is not the senses
alone which produce a world. And our worlds are always already dramatically different, whether in
water, air, dirt or all of these materials.
Jakob von Uexküll’s 1934 “A Stroll through the Worlds of Animals and Men: A Picture
Book of Invisible Worlds” is an early attempt to self-reflect on the animal’s positionality or
subjectivity. He begins by asking the reader to participate in an exercise of stepping into a soap
bubble blown around an individual living organism in order to imagine world-making through their
experience.83 These private bubbles, “self-worlds” or umwelt, are in fact closed units and represent
the entire environment of that organism and all that they can perceive. Von Uexküll’s concept of
umwelt was groundbreaking at the time because it recognized that all living organisms could be
considered as living subjects, more than just machines or objects. This exercise is poetic and
philosophical. It asks readers to suspend what they don’t understand and to use imagination in
order to position oneself like the other. It is a provocative and helpful step towards moving away
from anthropocentricism, but “imagine” is operative here. Humans cannot enter directly into the
umwelt of another creature, just as humans could never fully know what it’s like to be tick or a
jellyfish, whose sensory apparatuses, locations and understandings of the world are very different.
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Figure 16. Jakob von Uexküll’s illustration of how humans see a sea urchin’s umwelt (above), how
sea urchins observe their umwelt (below). From Jakob von Uexküll “A Stroll through the Worlds
of Animals and Men: A Picture Book of Invisible Worlds.”1934; repr. Semiotica 89-4, 1992.
When imagining penetrating von Uexküll’s bubble, rainbow soapy residue remains on the
skin when one crosses into another’s world. Parts of the barrier stick to the body so that one cannot
fully inhabit the other’s positionality without bringing the barrier in with them. Immersion is
always partial and it is always temporary. The soap bubble (metaphorical aquarium acrylic or
glass) is a contradictory technology that promises transparency while reinforcing difference.
Nevertheless, while a totalized environment of interlocking positionalities is never really possible,
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the exercise allows humans to suspend presumptions and become aware of a world beyond their
own anthropocentricism.
Take for example the diving bell, a portable umwelt that allows the human to descend into
the ocean world of another. For a brief moment, the human can immerse oneself into an
environment where they are not at home, experiencing something akin to a whale who comes to the
surface to breach before plunging back in the ocean. The problem with immersion is that it
attempts to hide technological infrastructure (aquarium displays, lights, glass, soap bubbles) in
order to feel unmediated, “immersed”, which makes it difficult for the participant to be aware of
how infrastructure extends our senses and therefore ontologies about the world. Anthropologist
Stefan Helmreich has written about immersion under water, explaining that it elides “the question
of the organization of space, of medium, of milieu—whether of an ecosystem or a social order—
positing a fluid osmosis of environment by an emplaced participant-observer–auditor.” For
Helmreich, immersion often forecloses questions of producing and crossing boundaries because it
positions itself as a kind of experiential “truth.” 84
Immersion often relies on the concealment of mediation, but that mediation is necessary if
we are to reflect critically on the why, how and for whom of moving through a threshold. Hayward
reminds us that the Drifters at the Monterey Bay Aquarium is less about metaphor and immersing
oneself in the ocean, but more about immersing oneself in the technologies that affect us and allow
for a “diffraction” of reality to take place. Like Hayward’s refracting light, attunement to mediation
(whether transparent or not) reminds humans of our own position and asymmetrical forms of power
and difference when looking at animals.
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Animals in the aquarium are traditionally afforded agency 85 when they captivate their
human audience through their difference, through their various colors and shapes as they swim and
swirl above and below human eye level behind glass with colored lights designed to stand in for
remote places. Animals in the aquarium work, reproduce, and die in captivity while they perform
their animality underwritten by the authority of the institution. A dismissal of the animal’s “right to
look,”86 or a mutual claim to subjectivity, circles back to the exhibitionary-complex where human
authority envisions itself within a particular perspective to naturalize looking and visuality to
maintain order. It affirms the animal as an object behind a vitrine while denying the human an
explanation of how we might have unique and individual relations with these animals, and they
with us, a necessary experience if we are to feel compassion and act on issues that result in
endangerment and extinction.
Borders are both the end and the beginning of something. Bubbles, glass, water, light and
animals in the aquarium are ultimately put into place and use by humans, but knowing this offers
the possibility for something else. It would do humans well, in the aquarium or otherwise, to
consider how human attunements, barriers, and metaphors of ocean life are partial and limited. By
tracing the origins of the aquarium through its inventors, its place within bourgeois domestic space
and national (and imperial) identification, the animal lives that perform within it, the funding
sources that transformed it to an internationally respected public institution, its establishment as a
site of education and entertainment, and so on, we can see how the aquarium is one of many
possible narratives of the ocean.
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CONCLUSION
The aquariums discussed in this project are products of uneven power relations that extended from
the British empire. Rather than avoid this history of the aquarium, it would do future institutions
well to expose and reveal the processes that make aquaria exhibits what they are, what Cindi Katz
describes as making “transparent these very tensions and their seductive power in ‘staging the
world.’”87 The act of staging has been central in the history of the aquarium, both privately and
publicly. Without foregoing human desires, recognizing that animals also have needs, interests, and
an awareness of their world helps to develop shared affinities and begin to relate and actively
understand one another. Toxic oil spills, warming seas, global pandemics, these are just a few of
such examples of mutual concern.
Aquariums are not substitutes for encounters with non-captive animals, but nevertheless
they affect humans and animals both in their limitations and their possibilities. If encountering the
“real” animal in the aquarium is impossible, the conditions for encountering are very much real.
Humans impose their fantasies onto animals and define human selves against them, but animals can
also change the rules of the game by having humans reflect back on their own distorted selves, like
Cortázar's “Axolotl.” Still, humans have work to do in acknowledging animal agency because
seeing humanity through the animal is not enough. To return to Hayward’s idea of diffraction, we
should take seriously how animals cast sensorial affect not only on humans but on shared
environments where humans and non-humans converge relationally. 88
Aquariums have come far from the days of Gosse and Barnum. They are held accountable
to local and international laws that protect animals from violence. Just days ago, the UK amended
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the Animal Welfare (Sentience) Bill to extend protections for sentient animals to vertebrates and in
invertebrates such as ocean dwelling cephalopods and decapods. “Transparency” is a term often
used by institutions to imply accountability. Operating transparently could move beyond the visual
materiality of the tank and entail allowing the public to see how policies and aquatic displays are
produced and performed. Full transparency in the aquarium would extend beyond self-recognition
in the tanks to the networked practices of animal captivity: how animals are captured and sustained,
how maintenance and labor is performed and by whom, who visits the aquarium and what
knowledge about the ocean is conveyed. In order to relate to others beyond tired colonial tropes of
violence and bodily management, encounters between species that value difference, sentience, and
sociality would help bridge mutual interests and concerns.
Natural history is made, just as the aquarium is staged. There is always the possibility of
revision. The aquarium could note the uneven power between those who produce the institution of
representation and the life being represented, thereby encouraging new social practices that are
accountable to mutual relations of production and reproduction.89 It could incorporate the desires of
the enclosed rather than exclusively the desires of those who produce enclosure. Then we can
imagine what else the aquarium might be.
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